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ABSTRACT

Responses of the thermohaline circulation (THC) to freshwater forcing (hosing) in the subpolar North
Atlantic Ocean under present-day and the last glacial maximum (LGM) conditions are investigated using
the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model versions 2 and 3. Three
sets of simulations are analyzed, with each set including a control run and a freshwater hosing run. The first
two sets are under present-day conditions with an open and closed Bering Strait. The third one is under
LGM conditions, which has a closed Bering Strait. Results show that the THC nearly collapses in all three
hosing runs when the freshwater forcing is turned on. The full recovery of the THC, however, is at least a
century earlier in the open Bering Strait run than the closed Bering Strait and LGM runs. This is because
the excessive freshwater is diverged almost equally toward north and south from the subpolar North
Atlantic when the Bering Strait is open. A significant portion of the freshwater flowing northward into the
Arctic exits into the North Pacific via a reversed Bering Strait Throughflow, which accelerates the THC
recovery. When the Bering Strait is closed, this Arctic to Pacific transport is absent and freshwater can only
be removed through the southern end of the North Atlantic. Together with the surface freshwater excess
due to precipitation, evaporation, river runoff, and melting ice in the closed Bering Strait experiments after
the hosing, the removal of the excessive freshwater takes longer, and this slows the recovery of the THC.
Although the background conditions are quite different between the present-day closed Bering Strait run
and the LGM run, the THC responds to the freshwater forcing added in the North Atlantic in a very similar
manner.

1. Introduction

The thermohaline circulation [(THC), or the merid-
ional overturning circulation (MOC)] is a global-scale,

three-dimensional oceanic circulation. It transports
warmer and saltier upper-ocean water into the subpolar
North Atlantic, where that water loses its heat to the
atmosphere and becomes cold and dense, then sinks to
the deep ocean in the Labrador Sea and the Green-
land–Iceland–Norwegian Seas forming the North At-
lantic Deep Water. This deep water flows southward
and upwells elsewhere in the world’s oceans. Dense
deep water (called the Antarctic Bottom Water) also
forms around the periphery of the Antarctic. The for-
mation of the Antarctic Bottom Water is mainly related
to ice–ocean and ice shelf–ocean interactions. Changes
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in the rate of these two deep water formations are likely
associated with hemispheric-scale climate oscillations
(e.g., Broecker 1998). Currently, observational studies
suggest that the THC transports about 1.2 � 1015 W of
heat northward in the Atlantic at 24°N (Ganachaud and
Wunsch 2000; Talley et al. 2003). Significant alterations
in this circulation could induce dramatic regional and
global climate change (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer 1988;
Delworth et al. 1993; Timmermann et al. 1998; Vellinga
et al. 2001; Stocker 2002; Timmermann et al. 2005a,b;
Dahl et al. 2005; Zhang and Delworth 2005; Levermann
et al. 2005; Schmittner 2005; Broccoli et al. 2006;
Stouffer et al. 2006).

Frequent occurrences of abrupt climate change dur-
ing the last glacial period have been indicated by paleo-
climate studies, for example, the Dansgaard–Oeschger
(D–O) events (Dansgaard et al. 1993; Ditlevsen et al.
2005), the Heinrich events (Heinrich 1988; Hemming
2004), and the Younger Dryas (Grootes et al. 1993;
Alley et al. 1993; Hemming et al. 2000). These abrupt
climate change events have been linked to the shut-
down or reestablishment of the THC (e.g., Clark et al.
2002; Rahmstorf 2002). The shutdown of the THC has
been attributed to a pulse of glacier meltwater into the
Atlantic (e.g., Rahmstorf 1995, 1996; Clark et al. 2002;
Clarke et al. 2003; Rahmstorf et al. 2005).

Theoretical and modeling studies indicate that the
Bering Strait may play an important role in the re-
sponse of the THC to freshwater forcings added in the
subpolar North Atlantic (Shaffer and Bendtsen 1994;
De Boer and Nof 2004a,b; Hu and Meehl 2005a; Hu et
al. 2007a, hereafter H07). Presently, the Bering Strait is
a narrow and shallow pathway connecting the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans through the Arctic with a maxi-
mum width of about 150 km and a depth of about 50 m.
Observational studies indicate there is an annual mean
throughflow about 0.8 Sv (1 Sv � 106 m3 s�1) from the
Pacific into the Arctic (e.g., Aagaard and Carmack
1989; Wijffels et al. 1992). However, during much of the
last glacial period, this strait was closed because of
lower sea level (Sidall et al. 2003). Studies show that the
freshwater transported by the Bering Strait Through-
flow makes up roughly 30% of the total freshwater into
the Arctic under present-day conditions (e.g., Aagaard
and Carmack 1989; Woodgate and Aagaard 2005). The
subsequent export of this freshwater from the Arctic
into the North Atlantic affects the strength of the THC
by altering the rate of the North Atlantic deep convec-
tion (Reason and Power 1994; Goosse et al. 1997; Wad-
ley and Bigg 2002; Hasumi 2002; Hu and Meehl 2005a;
H07), and can also influence the deep western bound-
ary currents in the Atlantic and the separation point of

the Gulf Stream from the eastern coast of America
(Huang and Schmitt 1993).

A few existing theoretical and coupled model studies
suggest that the open/closed Bering Strait can have a
strong influence on THC variability. Since the Bering
Strait Throughflow is primarily geostrophically con-
trolled (Overland and Roach 1987), Shaffer and Bendt-
sen (1994) used a three-box THC model and found that
both active and collapsed THC modes are stable,
steady modes for a closed Bering Strait. With an open
Bering Strait, however, when the sea level increases by
about 14 m above the present-day level, a stable, active
THC is replaced by a collapsed THC caused by an en-
hanced transport of the North Pacific freshwater into
the Arctic and Atlantic. Theoretical studies of De Boer
and Nof (2004a,b) pointed out that, under modern cli-
mate conditions, there are about 4 Sv of the upper-
ocean water forced northward into the South Atlantic
by strong Southern Ocean winds. With an active THC,
this 4-Sv water would return to the Southern Oceans
via the lower branch of the THC as North Atlantic
Deep Water. If the THC collapses, this water would
exit the Atlantic basin into the Pacific through the open
Bering Strait. Consequently, any strong freshwater flux
into the North Atlantic that could sufficiently shut
down the THC would be quickly flushed out of the North
Atlantic into the North Pacific via the Bering Strait,
and the THC would be reestablished fairly quickly.

A recent coupled model study of Hu and Meehl
(2005a) showed a result consistent with these theoreti-
cal works. By analyzing the 1-Sv hosing experiment us-
ing the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Climate System Model version 2
(CCSM2), Hu and Meehl (2005a) suggested that the
open Bering Strait may have significant influence on
the time scale of the THC recovery after the termina-
tion of the additional freshwater flux. H07 further stud-
ied the impact of the Bering Strait on the THC’s re-
sponse to freshwater forcing added into the subpolar
North Atlantic by comparing two CCSM2 hosing simu-
lations with an open and closed Bering Strait under
present-day conditions. They found that the recovery of
the THC is delayed by about a century in the closed
Bering Strait (CBS) hosing run as compared to the
open Bering Strait (OBS) one. This delayed THC re-
covery is attributed to the closed Bering Strait that pre-
vents the transport of the added freshwater from the
North Atlantic into the North Pacific via the Arctic.
Instead, the freshwater exported into the Arctic from
the North Atlantic during the hosing is transported
back to the North Atlantic as sea ice after the hosing,
resulting in a higher surface freshwater input in the
CBS hosing run, suppressed deep convection, and thus
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a delayed recovery of the THC. Therefore, they spec-
ulated that, relative to the short-lived 8.2-ka cold event
in the early Holocene, the long-lasting abrupt climate
change events during the last glacial period, such as the
D–O events and the Heinrich events, might be related
to the delayed recovery of the THC induced by the
closed Bering Strait at that time.

There are many differences between the present-day
conditions and the conditions during the last glacial pe-
riod, such as the orbital forcing and associated solar
radiation, land glaciers and ice sheet and associated
albedo effects, and atmospheric greenhouse gas con-
centrations and sea level. These differences may cause
different responses of the THC to freshwater forcing
added into the subpolar North Atlantic. Since a closed
Bering Strait induces a delayed recovery of the THC
under present-day conditions (H07), here we further
investigate whether this finding would hold under the
last glacial maximum (LGM) conditions. Especially, we
focus on the differences of the THC response to fresh-
water forcing between the present-day OBS hosing
simulation and the LGM hosing simulation with a
closed Bering Strait, and the similarities between the
present-day CBS hosing run and the LGM hosing run.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes
the models and experiment setup, section 3 shows the
results, and the conclusion and discussion are given in
section 4.

2. Models and experiments

a. Models

The models used in this study are the NCAR CCSM2
(Kiehl and Gent 2004) and CCSM3 (Collins et al. 2006).
The atmospheric component in CCSM2 is the NCAR
Community Atmosphere Model version 2 (CAM2) us-
ing spectral dynamics at T42 resolution and 26 hybrid
levels vertically. The ocean model is a version of the
Parallel Ocean Program (POP) developed at Los Ala-
mos National Laboratory with 1° horizontal resolution
and enhanced meridional resolution (1/2°) in the equa-
torial tropics and the North Atlantic and with 40 verti-
cal levels. The sea ice model is the Community Sea Ice
Model version 4 (CSIM4) with elastic–viscous–plastic
dynamics, a subgrid-scale thickness distribution, and
energy-conserving thermodynamics. The land model is
the Community Land Model version 2 (CLM2).

The component models in the version of CCSM3
used in this study bear the same horizontal and vertical
resolutions as those in CCSM2. In comparison with
CCSM2, many improved physics and numerics are
implemented in each of the component models of
CCSM3. The major physical and numerical improve-

ments are 1) a better treatment of the cloud and pre-
cipitation processes, radiation processes, and the aero-
sols and atmospheric dynamics in the Community At-
mospheric Model version 3 (CAM3); 2) a more
efficient solver for the barotropic continuity equation, a
nonuniform absorption of solar radiation based on in
situ chlorophyll and satellite ocean color observations
(Ohlmann 2003), and a parameterized double diffusive
mixing scheme in the ocean component (POP1.4.3); 3)
a modified formulation of the biogeophysics to increase
the sensible and latent heat fluxes over sparsely vegetated
surface, and a scheme to account for the effects of com-
petition for water among plant functional types in the
Community Land Model version 3 (CLM3); and 4) modi-
fications to the sea ice dynamics, sea ice albedos, and
exchanges of salt between sea ice and the surrounding
ocean in Community Sea Ice Model version 5 (CSIM5).

Both versions of the CCSM model produce a stable
global mean climate comparable to observations (Kiehl
and Gent 2004; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006; Collins et al.
2006). On the other hand, with all of these improve-
ments in physics and numerics, the simulated climate in
the CCSM3 control run under 1990s conditions is better
than that in CCSM2 when compared with the observa-
tions. The major improvements of the simulated cli-
mate in CCSM3 relative to CCSM2 include a reduced
cold bias in the polar regions of the upper troposphere
and in the tropical tropopause, a better energy balance
at both surface and top of the atmosphere, a reduced
sea surface temperature and salinity bias in many re-
gions of the World Ocean, a closer to observed Atlantic
meridional heat transport, and a better sea ice thickness
distribution. A more detailed description of these im-
provements can be found in Collins et al. (2006) and the
references therein.

b. Model setup and experiment design

The CCSM2 is set up under present-day conditions
(1990), with an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 355
ppm, and the CCSM3 is under LGM conditions (about
21 000 yr before present) with an atmospheric CO2

concentration of 185 ppm. The solar insolation and
other greenhouse gases are also adjusted to the LGM
value. Since the sea level is about 120 m lower during
LGM than in the present day, the coastline and a few
key shallow sills are modified according to the LGM
fifth global model of the variation of ice thickness over
the continents from the LGM to the present (ICE-5G)
reconstruction (Peltier and Solheim 2004). The conti-
nental ice sheet, which modifies the continental topog-
raphy and albedo, is also included according to the
same reconstruction dataset.

Three sets of experiments are analyzed in this study.
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Each set includes a control simulation and a freshwater
hosing experiment. The first two sets of simulations are
under present-day conditions with an open and closed
Bering Strait (Hu and Meehl 2005a; H07), and the third
set is under LGM conditions with a realistically closed
Bering Strait (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2007). The control
simulations are simulations with all forcings being held
fixed, such as orbital forcing and associated solar radia-
tion at the top of the atmosphere, atmospheric CO2

concentration, and so on. In the hosing runs, a pulse of
freshwater flux (1 Sv) lasting for 100 yr is uniformly
distributed into subpolar North Atlantic between 50°
and 70°N. Then this additional freshwater forcing is
terminated to allow the climate system to recover. This
experimental design follows the standard for the THC
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) simu-
lations where the freshwater forcing strengths were 0.1
and 1 Sv (Stouffer et al. 2006). Here we use the stronger
freshwater forcing case.

The OBS control run is a segment of 600 yr of the
CCSM2 millennial present-day control run (Kiehl and
Gent 2004). The CBS control run and the two present-
day hosing runs are branched at year 100 of this seg-
ment. The CBS control run is integrated for 300 yr, and
the two hosing runs are integrated for 450 yr. The LGM
control run is a segment of 230 yr from the CCSM3
LGM control run (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006), and the
LGM hosing run is branched at year 100 of this segment
and lasts for 550 yr (Table 1). In our hosing experi-
ments, the additional freshwater flux is not compen-
sated elsewhere in the World Ocean and the global sea
level is not allowed to rise because of this freshwater
flux in our models. Thus the dynamic impact of the added
freshwater forcing and the associated geostrophic ad-
justment are not included in the current model experi-
ments. And after the hosing, the global ocean is fresher.

The 1-Sv additional freshwater flux is close to the
current global river runoff. A freshwater flux this large
is extremely unlikely to happen in the future under
realistically projected greenhouse gas forcing, though it
could have occurred during the last deglaciation
(Yokoyama et al. 2000; Clark and Mix 2000; Clarke et
al. 2003; Clark et al. 2004). This flux and its duration
might be on the high side of some paleorecords (e.g.,
Sarnthein et al. 1995), but within the range of the more
recent paleoevidence for the last deglacial period (e.g.,

Yokoyama et al. 2000; Clark and Mix 2000; Clark et al.
2004). These records show that the mean global sea
level could have risen by more than 10 m within 100–
500 yr (Sidall et al. 2003; Roche et al. 2004), equivalent
to a freshwater flux of 0.25–2 Sv into the North Atlantic
from the land ice sheet collapse around the North At-
lantic region about 19 000 yr ago. A forcing weaker
than this shuts down the THC completely in some
stand-alone ocean models (e.g., Seidov et al. 1996) and
has caused significant weakening of the THC in some
coupled models (e.g., Stouffer et al. 2006).

We recognize that two versions of the CCSM model
under different climate conditions are used in these
hosing experiments. Our results indicate that the effect
of the Bering Strait on the response of the THC to
freshwater forcing is similar under present-day or the
LGM conditions. In addition, these two versions of the
CCSM model, at least to some degree, give us a chance
to independently test whether the finding of H07 would
hold in different models under different climatic back-
ground conditions.

3. Model results

a. Response of the THC

The time evolution of the THC strength is given in
Fig. 1a. Since the THC dominates the MOC in the At-
lantic, the THC index is defined as the maximum value
of the Atlantic meridional streamfunction (MSF) below
500 m. The THC index shown in Fig. 1a is normalized
by the control mean. The control mean of the maximum
THC is 15.6 Sv for present-day OBS simulation, 18.3 Sv
for the present-day CBS simulation, and 17 Sv for LGM
simulation. The THC strength in these three control
runs is within the range of the THC suggested for
present day by observations (e.g., McCartney and Tal-
ley 1984; Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000). The stronger
THC in the CBS control run results from less freshwa-
ter export from the Arctic into the North Atlantic, since
the closed Bering Strait prevents the transport of the
fresher Pacific water into the Arctic and the Atlantic,
thus leading to more intensified deep convection in the
North Atlantic consistent with previous studies with
stand-alone ocean models (Wadley and Bigg 2002; Rea-
son and Power 1994). In CCSM3, the control run THC
under LGM conditions is weaker and the overturning

TABLE 1. Information of the control and hosing experiments.

OBS (CCSM2) LGM (CCSM3) CBS (CCSM2)

Period of control experiments Yr 0–600 Yr 0–230 Yr 100–400
Start year of the hosing experiments Yr 100 Yr 100 Yr 100
Length of the hosing experiments 450 yr 550 yr 450 yr
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associated with North Atlantic Deep Water is shallower
(Otto-Bliesner et al. 2007) than under present-day con-
ditions (22 Sv; Collins et al. 2006). The shoaling of
North Atlantic Deep Water is consistent with the proxy
interpretations of Marchitto et al. (2002) and McManus
et al. (2004). The paleorecord only cannot determine
whether the THC during LGM was stronger or weaker
than present day (Yu et al. 1996; McManus et al. 2004).
Results from the recent Paleoclimate Modelling Inter-
comparison Project (PMIP2) suggest that the LGM
THC was neither appreciated weaker nor stronger than
modern (Weber et al. 2007; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2007).

As shown in Fig. 1a, in all of the hosing experiments
the THC decreases dramatically during the first decade
after freshwater was added, and then the rate of weak-
ening becomes slower. By the end of the 100-yr hosing,
the percentage change of the THC in all three experi-
ments is almost the same. After the termination of the
additional freshwater forcing, the THC continuously
weakens for some decades before it starts to recover.
The recovery of the THC starts 60 yr after the fresh-
water hosing was terminated in the OBS run, 90 yr in
the LGM run, and 100 yr in the CBS run. Except for the
delay in the CBS and LGM THC recovery, the rate of
the THC recovery is similar between the OBS and CBS
hosing runs, but slower in the LGM hosing run than in
the OBS hosing run. On the other hand, although the
THC begins to recover a decade earlier in the LGM run
than in the CBS run, the slower rate of the THC re-
covery in the LGM hosing run, especially beyond year
400, results in a longer time scale for the THC to return
to its control strength after the THC starts to recover in
the LGM hosing run. It takes about 350 yr for the THC
to return to the strength it had in the control run after
the THC starts to recover in the LGM hosing run, but
200 yr in the CBS hosing runs.

Evolution of the meridional heat transport at 24°N in
the Atlantic basin mimics that of the THC in all three
hosing experiments (Fig. 1b). As THC declines
(strengthens), the meridional heat transport also de-
clines (strengthens) with almost the same time scale.
This agrees with previous studies that indicate that the
meridional heat transport in the Atlantic basin is quasi-
linearly correlated to the strength of the THC (Bryan
and Holland 1989; Smith et al. 2000; Hu 2001). The
decline of the meridional heat transport induces a gen-
eral cooling in the Northern Hemisphere, with the most
significant cooling along the path of the Gulf Stream’s
northward extension, the North Atlantic Current,
agreeing well with previous studies (e.g., Stocker 2002).

The strength of March deep convection measured
by the area of the March mixed layer with depths over
450 m is shown in Fig. 1c as time series and in Fig. 2 as

FIG. 1. (a) The 13-yr low-pass-filtered maximum Atlantic THC
index, (b) the Atlantic meridional heat transport at 24°N, and (c)
the March area of deep convection over 450 m deep. All values
shown here are normalized by the mean values in the control runs.
The mean THC is 15.6, 18.3, and 17 Sv for the OBS, CBS, and
LGM control runs, respectively. The mean meridional heat trans-
port at 24°N is 0.85, 0.95, and 1.16 PW (PW � 1015 W) for the
OBS, CBS, and LGM control runs. The mean March area of deep
convection in the North Atlantic is 1.11, 1.50, and 1.65 million
square kilometers for the OBS, CBS, and LGM control runs. The
shading indicates the 100-yr hosing period.
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FIG. 2. The mean mixed layer depth in March over 450 m deep. Panels 1–3 are the mean
March mixed layer depth in the control runs, and the rest of the panels are the decadal means
of the March mixed layer depth in the hosing runs.
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decadal mean. As the THC collapses, the deep convec-
tion associated with it in the North Atlantic ceases in all
three hosing experiments (Fig. 1c). The North Atlantic
deep convection starts to reemerge about 40 yr after the
termination of the freshwater forcing in the OBS run
and 65 yr in the LGM and CBS hosing runs. In the OBS
run, the area of deep convection reaches about 90% of
its value in the control run in about 20 yr. The area of
deep convection jumps to about 65% of that in the
control run in about 25 yr for the LGM run, and in
about 60 yr in the CBS run, then plateaus for a while
before it reaches that in the control runs. However,
after the plateau it takes about 50 yr for the area of
deep convection to retain the same area as in the con-
trol run for the CBS run, but 150 yr for the LGM run.
In comparison to Fig. 1a, the recovery of the THC is
delayed by more than 20 yr after the reemergence of
the deep convection in all three hosing runs, with the
longest delay in the CBS run.

The panels 1–3 of Fig. 2 are the mean March mixed
layer depth in OBS, LGM, and CBS control runs.
These panels show that the deep convection only hap-
pens in the North Atlantic between 40° and 65°N in the
LGM control simulation, but in both the Nordic seas
and the Labrador Sea under present-day conditions.
This location of the LGM deep convection is consistent
with the suggestions from the paleorecord (Duplessy et
al. 1988; Pflaumann et al. 2003) and is associated with
the more intensive sea ice coverage in the North At-
lantic at that time. Since the deep convection ceases
during the hosing in all hosing runs, the decadal mean
March mixed layer depth over 450 m shown in Fig. 2 is
only for the recovery phase with an interval of 30 yr. In
this phase, the convection restarts in the Nordic seas
first in both OBS and CBS runs, but south of the Den-
mark Strait region in the LGM run, as the oceanic
stratification weakens due to the divergence of the ad-
ditional freshwater forcing out of those regions. The
timing of this restart is delayed by 30–50 yr in the CBS
and LGM runs compared to the OBS run (panels 4–12
in Fig. 2). The comparison between panels 4–36 in Fig.
2 and Figs. 1a,c also suggests that the area of deep
convection increases first, then the intensity of the deep
convection increases, especially in the area south of
65°N. The initial quick increase in the area of the deep
convection indicates a restart of the THC, and the later
intensity increase of the deep convection associated to
the destabilized oceanic stratification in the subpolar
North Atlantic leads to the full recovery of the THC.
The deep convection in the Labrador Sea region
reaches the same intensity as in the control run in the
decade of 450–459 in the OBS run, and in the decade of
480–490 in the CBS run. In the LGM hosing run, the

recovery of the deep convection intensity takes longer
than in the CBS and OBS runs.

b. Freshwater removal from the Atlantic basin

Next, we will discuss the freshwater removal pro-
cesses in the Atlantic, especially the North Atlantic,
and how these removal processes affect the recovery of
the THC. Since the CCSM ocean component uses a
virtual salt flux instead of the actual freshwater volume
flux to represent freshwater exchange between ocean
and atmosphere, the oceanic meridional freshwater
transport in this paper is calculated as

Vfw � ����1 � s�s0� dx dz ,

where Vfw represents the meridional freshwater trans-
port, � is the meridional velocity of the ocean, s is the
water salinity, and s0 is the reference salinity that is
defined as the global mean salinity (34.7). A positive
value of � is defined as water flowing northward. The
value of �(1 � s/s0) is integrated zonally (dx) within an
ocean basin or strait, and vertically (dz). Equation (1)
can be interpreted such that if the water salinity is lower
(higher) than the reference salinity, and the water flows
northward, the freshwater is transported northward
(southward).

1) BERING STRAIT AND ARCTIC

Since H07 and Hu and Meehl (2005a) have pointed
out the importance of the freshwater transport from the
Arctic into the North Pacific on the THC recovery un-
der present-day conditions using CCSM2, here we re-
view the variation of the Bering Strait Throughflow in
the OBS runs first. The volume mass transport at the
Bering Strait in the OBS control run is about 0.81 Sv
from the Pacific into the Arctic, agreeing well with the
observed estimation of 0.8 Sv (Aagaard and Carmack
1989; Woodgate and Aagaard 2005; see Table 2 for a
summary). At the same time, about 0.003 Sv of ice is
transported into the Arctic through the Bering Strait,
comparable to the recent observations (0.003 Sv;
Woodgate and Aagaard 2005). The total freshwater
transported into the Arctic through the Bering Strait is

TABLE 2. Bering Strait mass, liquid freshwater, and ice trans-
port. The observed Bering Strait transport is based on Aagaard
and Carmack (1989) and Woodgate and Aagaard (2005).

Mass Freshwater Ice

Observations 0.8 Sv 0.053�0.077 Sv 0.003 Sv
OBS control 0.81 Sv 0.062 Sv 0.003 Sv
LGM control — — —
CBS control — — —
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about 0.065 Sv, including 0.062 Sv as liquid freshwater
and 0.003 Sv as ice. This total freshwater transport is
within the range of the observed values [e.g., 0.053 Sv
by Aagaard and Carmack (1989) and 0.08 Sv by Wood-
gate and Aagaard (2005)]. In the OBS hosing run, the
direction of the Bering Strait transports, including
mass, freshwater, and sea ice, reverses from a transport
of the Pacific water into the Arctic to a transport of the
Arctic water into the Pacific at year 110, a decade after
the start of the hosing as the THC weakens (Figs. 3a–c).
Then, 170 yr later, the direction of the Bering Strait
transports changes back to the direction as in the con-
trol run. During this 170-yr period with a reversed Ber-
ing Strait transport, an equivalent of 23% of the total

freshwater (hereafter, Qfwaddtot) added into the subpo-
lar North Atlantic during that 100-yr hosing period is
directly transported into the Pacific at the Bering Strait.
If the anomalous freshwater transport in the OBS hos-
ing run relative to the control run is considered, the
freshwater gain in the North Pacific is equivalent to
about 22% of the Qfwaddtot during that 100-yr hosing
period, and increases to 37% 100 yr after the termina-
tion of the additional freshwater flux. It is about 43%
for the whole duration of the OBS hosing experiment
(H07; see Table 3 and Fig. 4 for a summary). Since the
Bering Strait is closed, this important freshwater trans-
port process is absent in the CBS and the LGM runs.

As discussed by Hu and Meehl (2005a) and H07, in

TABLE 3. Liquid freshwater and ice transport at the Bering Strait in the OBS hosing experiment. The cumulative transport of
anomalous liquid water and ice relative to the OBS control run shown in this table are normalized by the total freshwater added into
the subpolar North Atlantic (Qfwaddtot). The numbers shown here are the percentage of the Qfwaddtot. Negative numbers indicate the
freshwater is transported southward from the Arctic into the Pacific.

100–199 200–299 300–399 400–499 500–549 100–549

Liquid freshwater �15.4 �10.8 �2.5 �1.2 �0.7 �30.6
Ice �6.3 �4.1 �1.1 �0.3 �0.3 �12.1

FIG. 3. (a) The 13-yr low-pass-filtered Bering Strait mass, (b) freshwater, (c) ice transports, and (d) the dynamic
sea level difference across the Bering Strait from the west side (Alaska side) to the east side (Siberian side). The
unit for the transports is Sv and the unit for the dynamic sea level difference is cm. The shading indicates the 100-yr
hosing period.
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the OBS control run about 4 Sv of Southern Ocean
water is pushed into the Atlantic by Southern Ocean
winds agreeing with De Boer and Nof (2004a,b). In the
OBS hosing run, since the THC does not completely

cease, only about 1 Sv of upper-ocean water forced into
the Atlantic at 30°S by winds flows into the Pacific at
the Bering Strait in the last decade of the hosing. The
rest of that water still returns to the Southern Oceans
via the lower limb of the THC. Thus, in our OBS simu-
lation less freshwater is pushed into the Pacific via the
Bering Strait resulting in a much longer recovery time
for the THC in the OBS simulation than in De Boer
and Nof’s studies.

Another explanation regarding the Bering Strait flow
reversal is revealed by studies of Overland and Roach
(1987) and Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994), who have
shown that the Bering Strait Throughflow is primarily
controlled by the dynamic sea level difference between
the Pacific and the Arctic. In the OBS control run, the
mean dynamic sea level in the North Pacific (40°–60°N)
is higher than that in the Arctic with a northward flow
of 0.81 Sv. Because of the earth’s rotation, this north-
ward flow at the Bering Strait results in a sea level
difference across the Bering Strait from west (Alaska
side) to east (Siberian side). As shown in Fig. 5, this sea
level difference at Bering Strait is nicely correlated with
the Bering Strait mass transport in both of the OBS
control run and the hosing run. In the OBS hosing run,
the time evolution of this sea level difference indicates
that the reversal of the Bering Strait Throughflow is

FIG. 5. Scatterplot of the sea level difference across Bering Strait from west (Alaska side)
to east (Siberian side) and the Bering Strait mass transport in the OBS control and hosing
runs. The figures show that the Bering Strait mass transport is highly correlated by the sea
level difference across the Bering Strait. When the sea level difference changes sign, the
Bering Strait mass transport reverses the flow direction. This indicates that the mass transport
at Bering Strait is primarily controlled by the sea level difference between the North Pacific
and the Arctic.

FIG. 4. Freshwater and sea ice transport anomaly at the Bering
Strait in the OBS hosing run. The negative values indicate a south-
ward transport—from the Arctic to the North Pacific. Each of the
bars represents the percentage of the total freshwater anomaly
added into the subpolar North Atlantic being transported out of
the Atlantic via the Bering Strait during the period indicated in
the figure.
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consistent with the reversal of the pressure gradient
between the North Pacific and the Arctic in the OBS
hosing run (Figs. 3a,d).

2) CHANGES IN MEAN OCEANIC MERIDIONAL

FRESHWATER TRANSPORT

Figures 6a and 7 are the mean meridional freshwater
transport in the Atlantic basin. The three curves for the
OBS, CBS, and LGM control runs (black, red, and blue
lines, respectively) in Fig. 6a show roughly similar
strengths of the meridional freshwater transport in the

South Atlantic, though with slightly higher northward
transport values in the CBS and LGM runs, which
might be associated with the changes of the Southern
Ocean winds in these two cases relative to the OBS
case. In the North Atlantic, the southward freshwater
transport is smaller in the LGM run than in the OBS
and CBS runs. At 80°N (defined as along the line of
80°N latitude from 90°W to 30°E and along the line of
30°E from 80° to 70°N) freshwater is transported from
the Arctic into the North Atlantic in the OBS and CBS
control runs, but from the North Atlantic into the Arc-

FIG. 6. (a) The mean meridional freshwater transport in the Atlantic in the control runs and the meridional
freshwater transport averaged over the last 20 hosing years for the hosing runs. (b) The 13-yr low-pass-filtered
cumulative residue freshwater anomaly in the Atlantic between 35° and 80°N; the cumulative freshwater transport
at (c) 80°N and (d) 35°N; (e) the cumulative surface freshwater input anomaly from precipitation, evaporation, and
river runoff (P � E 	 R) in the Atlantic between 35° and 80°N; and (f) the cumulative melting ice flux anomaly
in this region. In (b)–(f), positive (negative) values represent a freshwater loss (gain) by the ocean. All values in
(b)–(f) are normalized by the total additional freshwater added into the subpolar North Atlantic during the 100-yr
hosing period (Qfwaddtot). The latitude of 80°N is defined as along the line of 80°N latitude from 90°W to 30°E and
along the line of 30°E from 80° to 70°N.
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tic in the LGM control run. In the OBS control run, the
Arctic accepts similar amount of freshwater as the ob-
served from the Pacific via the Bering Strait, and from
precipitation, evaporation, and river runoff (P � E 	
R), then exports this freshwater gain into the North
Atlantic (Fig. 7 and Table 4). Since the Bering Strait is
closed in both CBS and LGM control runs, there is no
freshwater flowing from the Pacific into the Arctic.
However, in the CBS control run, the Arctic gains
freshwater because of P � E 	 R, and subsequently this

freshwater is transported into the North Atlantic. In the
LGM condition, the Arctic loses a small amount of
freshwater primarily by sea ice export. To balance this
loss in the Arctic in the LGM control run, freshwater
has to be imported into the Arctic from the North At-
lantic via ocean transport (Fig. 7 and Table 4).

By the end of the hosing, the meridional freshwater
transport is similar throughout the Atlantic basin in
these three runs. Noticeably, the freshwater transport
at 80°N reverses direction in both OBS and CBS hosing
runs from an import of freshwater into the Atlantic
basin to an export of freshwater into the Arctic (see Fig.
7 and Table 4 for a summary). In the LGM hosing run,
the export of freshwater from the Atlantic into the Arc-
tic is more than double of that in the LGM control run.
At the southern end of the Atlantic basin, the freshwa-
ter transport changes from an import from the South-
ern Ocean to an export from the Atlantic into the
Southern Oceans in the LGM and CBS hosing runs,
and is significantly reduced in the OBS hosing run (Fig.
7 and Table 4). These changes lead to a net freshwater
divergence in the Atlantic basin due to oceanic merid-
ional freshwater transport in all three hosing runs in
contrast to the control runs. Overall, the rate of the
freshwater removal is faster in the OBS hosing run than
in the LGM and CBS runs. As shown in Fig. 7 and
Table 4, the oceanic freshwater removal process is al-
most equally important at the southern and northern
ends of the Atlantic Ocean in the OBS hosing run, but
is dominated by transport at the southern end in the
LGM and CBS run.

3) TIME-EVOLVED FRESHWATER REMOVAL IN THE

ATLANTIC (35°–80°N)

How this faster freshwater removal in the Atlantic
basin would affect the recovery of the THC and the
associated deep convection in the North Atlantic mar-
ginal seas can be addressed through an analysis of the
freshwater budget in the Atlantic. Since the deep con-
vection in the LGM runs is located at south of the 65°N
and extends to about 35°N, the area of this freshwater
budget analysis is from 80° to 35°N in the Atlantic, a bit
different from H07 who used 40°N as the southern
boundary of their freshwater budget analysis. The
freshwater removal from the North Atlantic basin be-
tween 35° and 80°N to other ocean basins due to oce-
anic and atmospheric processes is shown in Figs. 6b–f
and summarized in Fig. 8 and Table 5.

The freshwater anomaly in this region is defined as
the residue of the surface freshwater flux and the oce-
anic freshwater divergence in the hosing runs relative to
their control runs, with the value shown in Fig. 6b the
percentage of the total additional freshwater added into

FIG. 7. The meridional freshwater transport at (top) 80°N and
(bottom) 34°S; (third from top) the surface freshwater input from
precipitation, evaporation, river runoff (P � E 	 R), and the
melting sea ice; and (second from top) the meridional freshwater
divergence for the control and hosing runs of the OBS (dark bars),
LGM (lighter bars), and CBS (light bars) cases. The unit is Sv.
The latitude of 80°N is defined as along the line of 80°N latitude
from 90°W to 30°E and along the line of 30°E from 80° to 70°N.
The positive (negative) values represent a northward (southward)
meridional freshwater transport. Positive values of the P � E 	 R
and sea ice melting indicate a freshwater loss. The positive (nega-
tive) values of the meridional freshwater divergence represent a
freshwater loss (gain).
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this region in the 100-yr hosing period (Qfwtotadd). Dur-
ing the hosing the residue freshwater anomaly increases
with time, indicating that there is a net freshwater gain
in this region owing to the inability of the climate sys-
tem to transport all of the anomalous freshwater added
into this region out to other ocean basins. By the end of

the hosing, the residue freshwater anomaly is highest in
the CBS run and lowest in the OBS run (Fig. 8 and
Table 5). After the hosing, the freshwater anomaly fol-
lows a pattern of decrease, increase, and decrease again
in all three runs. In a comparison of Figs. 1a and 6b, the
start of THC recovery almost coincides with the in-

FIG. 8. The anomalous meridional freshwater transport at 80°N, 35°N; the surface freshwater input anomaly
from precipitation, evaporation, and river runoff (P � E 	 R); the melt–ice flux anomaly; and the net freshwater
divergence in the region of the North Atlantic between 35° and 80°N in the three hosing runs. Values shown in
these figures are the percentage of the total freshwater anomaly added into the subpolar North Atlantic during the
100-yr hosing period. The bars show the anomalous freshwater transport (or input) in the given period in the
figures. Bars from darker to lighter color represent the OBS, LGM, and CBS cases, respectively. Negative
(positive) values are freshwater being transported out (added into) the Atlantic between 35° and 80°N.

TABLE 4. Meridional oceanic freshwater transport at 80°N and 34°S. The meridional freshwater transport shown in this table is the
mean for the control runs and a mean averaged over the last 20 yr of hosing for the hosing runs (Hos_last20yr). The unit is Sv. 80°N
and 34°S indicate the rate of freshwater transport at these latitudes in both control runs and the freshwater hosing runs, and the 80°NA
and 34°SA represent the freshwater transport anomaly in the freshwater hosing runs relative to their control run. MFWD represents
the meridional freshwater divergence and MFWDA is the meridional freshwater divergence anomaly in the hosing runs relative to their
control runs. Positive (negative) values indicate a northward (southward) meridional freshwater transport or a freshwater divergence
(convergence) in the Atlantic basin. The latitude of 80°N is defined as along the line of 80°N latitude from 90°W to 30°E and along the
line of 30°E from 80° to 70°N.

OBS LGM CBS

Control Hos_last20yr Control Hos_last20yr Control Hos_last20yr

80°N �0.178 0.199 0.056 0.145 �0.121 0.028
80°NA — 0.377 — 0.089 — 0.149
34°S 0.372 0.006 0.404 �0.124 0.424 �0.102
34°SA — �0.366 — �0.528 — �0.526
MFWD �0.550 0.193 �0.348 0.269 �0.545 0.130
MFWDA — 0.743 — 0.617 — 0.675
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crease of the residue freshwater anomaly. Since the
strengthening of the THC after the hosing will
strengthen the northward flow in the upper ocean, part
of the freshwater—exported from the subpolar hosing
zone southward into the subtropical, tropical, and
South Atlantic previously—is transported back into the
subpolar North Atlantic by this northward flow of the
THC upper limb. This increase of freshwater anomaly
is largest and lasts longest in the LGM hosing run, and
smallest and shortest in the OBS hosing run, and is one
reason for a slower acceleration of the THC in the
LGM hosing run after the switch off of the freshwater
forcing. As the THC recovers, the lower limb of the
THC starts to export the freshwater anomaly south-
ward, and the upper limb transports saltier water north-
ward, leading to a subsequent decrease of the residue
freshwater anomaly in the hosing runs.

The contribution of each of the four freshwater
terms—the oceanic freshwater transport at 80° and
35°N, the P � E 	 R, and the melt sea ice water—to the
freshwater removal process and the recovery of the
THC are shown in Figs. 6c–f and 8. At 80°N there is
more freshwater flowing northward into the Arctic in
the OBS hosing run than in the CBS and LGM hosing
runs (Fig. 6c). In comparison to the corresponding con-
trol runs, the freshwater anomaly transported into the

Arctic as liquid water in the OBS hosing run at the end
of the hosing is 50% higher than in the CBS run and is
about 2 times greater than that in the LGM run (Fig. 8
and Table 5). In addition to the effect of the Bering
Strait, the much lower freshwater gain in the Arctic in
the LGM run is caused by the more extensive sea ice
coverage. The Nordic seas are almost fully covered by
sea ice in the LGM control, especially in winter months
(Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006), and are fully covered by sea
ice over a meter thick in the LGM hosing runs. This
rigid ice cover reduces the momentum transfer from the
air to the ocean. Thus, the resulting oceanic flows be-
tween the North Atlantic and the Arctic are much
weaker in the LGM runs than in the OBS and CBS
runs, leading to less freshwater being exported into the
Arctic from the subpolar North Atlantic in the LGM
hosing run. In addition, the lower sea level in the LGM
conditions closes the oceanic pathway between the
Nordic seas and the Arctic through the Barents Sea.
The only connection between the Nordic seas and the
Arctic is the narrower pathway of the Fram Strait. This
results in a reduced water mass exchange between the
Arctic and the Nordic seas (also the North Atlantic).
After the hosing the Arctic continuously gains a signif-
icant amount of the anomalous freshwater from the
North Atlantic in the OBS run. This continued north-

TABLE 5. Freshwater (FW) budget analysis in the Atlantic between 35° and 80°N. Numbers shown in this table are the percentage
of the total additional freshwater added into the subpolar North Atlantic (Qfwaddtot). The positive (negative) values indicate a fresh-
water gain (loss) to the Atlantic region between 35° and 80°N. The residue freshwater anomaly is the percentage value of the total
additional freshwater input into the North Atlantic during the 100-yr hosing period, which still stays in the North Atlantic between 35°
and 80°N by the end of the year indicated in the table. The latitude of 80°N is defined as along the line of 80°N latitude from 90°W
to 30°E and along the line of 30°E from 80° to 70°N.

100–199 200–299 300–399 400–499 500–549 100–549

FW transport 80°N OBS �36.2 �14.3 �3.4 0.0 �0.4 �54.3
LGM �12.2 0.7 0.3 0.7 1.0 �9.5
CBS �21.3 �4.8 �1.6 1.1 0.5 �26.1

FW transport 35°N OBS �53.9 8.9 �2.8 �3.4 �0.2 �51.4
LGM �72.6 �8.8 �3.2 �4.0 �1.7 �90.3
CBS �69.2 �11.4 �3.4 �9.6 �2.6 �96.2

Oceanic FW divergence OBS �90.1 �5.4 �6.2 �3.4 �0.6 �105.7
LGM �84.8 �8.1 �2.9 �3.3 �0.7 �99.9
CBS �90.5 �16.2 �5.0 �8.5 �2.1 �121.3

P � E 	 R OBS �0.0 1.2 1.7 0.9 0.5 4.3
LGM 1.0 2.8 3.7 2.1 1.6 10.1
CBS 2.3 3.1 3.9 2.8 0.6 12.7

Melt–ice OBS 3.7 3.4 1.2 �0.6 �0.4 7.2
LGM �1.6 3.1 4.3 2.4 0.6 8.8
CBS 6.9 8.1 4.0 0.5 0.1 19.6

Net FW divergence OBS �86.5 �0.8 �3.2 �3.1 �0.5 �94.1
LGM �85.4 �2.1 4.9 1.2 0.4 �80.8
CBS �81.3 �5.0 2.9 �5.2 �1.4 �90.0

Yr 199 Yr 299 Yr 399 Yr 499 Yr 549
Residue FW OBS 13.5 12.7 9.5 6.4 5.9

LGM 14.6 12.5 17.6 18.8 19.2
CBS 18.7 13.7 16.6 11.4 10.0
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ward freshwater transport at 80°N is associated with the
freshwater export through the Bering Strait. On the
other hand the liquid freshwater starts to be exported
from the Arctic into the North Atlantic roughly two
centuries after the end of the hosing in the CBS hosing
run and right after the end of the hosing in the LGM
run, contributing to the elevated freshwater supply af-
ter the hosing.

At 35°N the cumulative southward freshwater trans-
port at the end of the hosing is the lowest in the OBS
run and highest in the LGM hosing runs, respectively
(Figs. 6d and 8 and Table 5). The higher southward
freshwater transports in the CBS and LGM hosing runs
are associated with the closed Bering Strait. In the first
century after the hosing, freshwater is continuously ex-
ported southward in the LGM and CBS hosing runs,
but imported into the subpolar North Atlantic in the
OBS run owing to the early start of the THC recovery
discussed earlier. Overall, more than 90% of the fresh-
water added in the subpolar North Atlantic is trans-
ported southward at 35°N in the CBS and LGM hosing
runs during the 450-yr period, but only 51% of Qfwaddtot

in the OBS run. This further confirms that a closed
Bering Strait forces the additional freshwater to be
transported southward in the CBS and LGM hosing
runs.

The surface freshwater input anomaly due to P � E
	 R varies similarly in these three hosing simulations
(Figs. 6e and 8). In the OBS hosing run, the changes of
the surface freshwater input anomaly due to P � E 	 R
is small during the hosing and the 60-yr period right
after the hosing. Then this anomaly increases with time
and reaches about 4% of Qfwaddtot at the end of the
integration. In the CBS and LGM hosing runs, this
anomaly increases with time during the whole period of
integration. Although precipitation, evaporation, and
river runoff into this region decrease because of the
cooler climate induced by the weakened THC, the re-
duction of the evaporation is much larger than the re-
duction of the precipitation and river runoff, leading to
an increased freshwater supply in all hosing runs com-
pared to the control runs, especially in the CBS and
LGM hosing runs. Overall, the cumulative surface
freshwater input is much higher in the LGM and CBS
hosing runs than in the OBS hosing run, contributing to
the delayed recovery of the THC in the LGM and CBS
hosing runs.

The freshwater input anomaly from melting sea ice
increases over time in the CBS hosing run, with a cu-
mulative contribution up to 20% of Qfwaddtot (Figs. 6f
and 8), leading to a delayed recovery of the THC. As
indicated by H07, this increased freshwater input due to
sea ice melting is associated with the export of the

freshwater as sea ice from the Arctic into the North
Atlantic region. This exported freshwater comes from
the freshwater imported from the subpolar North At-
lantic into the Arctic during the hosing and some years
after the hosing. In the OBS hosing run, the melting sea
ice water also increases over time, but at a much slower
rate. The supply of this meltwater starts to decline
about 150 yr after the hosing. The overall contribution
of this melting sea ice water to the surface freshwater
anomaly is about 7% of Qfwaddtot. In the LGM hosing
run, the anomaly of the melt sea ice water decreases
during the hosing, indicating that the further chilling
effect due to the weakened THC is so strong it prevents
a net sea ice melting in this region (or it produces a net
sea ice production in this region). This process contrib-
utes to the lower freshwater anomaly by the end of
hosing and the earlier acceleration of the THC after the
hosing in the LGM hosing relative to the CBS hosing
run. An increased melt sea ice water relative to the
control run occurs only after the end of the hosing with
a cumulative contribution to the surface freshwater in-
put anomaly up to 9% of the Qfwaddtot. The cumulative
surface freshwater input anomalies due to both P � E
	 R and melting ice are much higher in the CBS and
LGM hosing runs than in the OBS hosing run over
450-yr period (Fig. 8 and Table 5).

In summary, the divergence of the freshwater
anomaly is dominated by the southward freshwater
transport at 35°N in the CBS and LGM hosing runs. In
the OBS hosing run, the southward (at 35°N) and
northward (at 80°N) freshwater transports are equally
important to the divergence of the freshwater anomaly
because of the export of the freshwater anomaly to the
Pacific via the Bering Strait. The changes of the surface
freshwater anomaly from P � E 	 R and melt sea ice
are similar in all three hosing runs, but the total surface
freshwater input anomalies are higher in the CBS and
LGM hosing runs than in the OBS hosing run, leading
to a slower acceleration of the THC after the hosing.
Although the relative contributions of each of the
freshwater terms are a bit different, the overall effects
of these terms on THC are similar in the CBS and LGM
hosing runs but different in the OBS hosing run, espe-
cially the oceanic freshwater divergences that are the
dominant term for the freshwater removal from the
subpolar North Atlantic region in all of the experi-
ments. Although a certain amount of the added fresh-
water flows into the Arctic during the hosing, this water
is exported back to the subpolar North Atlantic as sea
ice and liquid water after the hosing in the CBS and
LGM hosing runs, leading to an elevated freshwater
supply in the subpolar North Atlantic and thus delaying
the recovery of the THC. On the other hand, this water
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flowing into the Arctic from the subpolar North Atlan-
tic is mostly exported into the Pacific through the open
Bering Strait in the OBS run. Therefore, the impor-
tance of the closed Bering Strait on oceanic freshwater
divergence in the Atlantic between 35° and 80°N and
the THC recovery is similar in the CBS and LGM hos-
ing runs.

4) INTERBASIN SALINITY CONTRAST, MERIDIONAL

STERIC HEIGHT GRADIENT, AND THC

Locally, it is important to remove the anomalous
freshwater from the subpolar North Atlantic in order to
get the deep convection in the region reactivated and
initiate the recovery of the THC. However, the remote
effects seem also important in controlling the recovery
processes of the THC after the end of the hosing (e.g.,
Hu et al. 2004, and their references). One of the remote
factors controlling the THC strength is the sea surface
salinity (SSS) contrast between the North Atlantic and
the North Pacific between 10° and 60°N (Seidov and
Haupt 2003, 2005), which represents the efficiency of
the freshwater transport from the Atlantic to Pacific via
atmospheric circulation. A stronger SSS contrast be-
tween these two basins is related to a stronger THC,
and vice versa, for the equilibrium state (Seidov and
Haupt 2003, 2005) and the century–time scale transient
climate state (Hu et al. 2004) as long as the changes of
the THC are primarily caused by freshwater anomalies.
In all the hosing experiments, as freshwater is added
into the North Atlantic the SSS difference between
North Atlantic and North Pacific decreases, agreeing
with the changes of the THC (left panels in Fig. 9). In
the OBS hosing run, since part of the additional fresh-
water flux is transported into the Pacific via the open
Bering Strait, which lowers the SSS there, the drop of
the SSS contrast is smaller during the hosing, and the
recovery of this SSS contrast is quicker after the hosing
in comparison with the CBS and LGM hosing runs.
Thus, the more rapid recovery of the THC in the OBS
hosing run may be at least partly due to this quicker
restoration of the SSS contrast between North Atlantic
and North Pacific.

The other important factor that may affect the THC
strength is the meridional steric height gradient be-
tween 60°N and 30°S in the Atlantic, where the steric
height anomaly is defined as the zonal and vertical in-
tegral of the density anomaly divided by the reference
density (1000 kg m�3; Thorpe et al. 2001). Although the
exact physics are not clear, studies indicate that this
meridional steric height gradient is correlated with the
strength of the THC, with a higher gradient associated
with a stronger THC in both simple models and fully
coupled general circulation models (e.g., Hughes and

Weaver 1994; Thorpe et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2004). As
freshwater is added in the subpolar North Atlantic, the
steric height anomaly decreases significantly at 60°N,
leading to a decreased meridional gradient (right panels
in Fig. 9) and a weakened THC in all three hosing runs.
In the OBS hosing run, because of the quicker removal
of the added freshwater in the subpolar North Atlantic,
the steric height anomaly at 60°N recovers faster than
in the LGM and CBS hosing runs, leading to a quicker
restoration of the meridional steric height gradient.

The SSS contrast between North Atlantic and North
Pacific correlates well with the THC in both control and
hosing runs in the CBS and LGM cases, but only in the
hosing run in the OBS case. This may indicate that since
this indicator is derived from equilibrium solutions of a
coarse resolution model with a closed Bering Strait, it
may not be relevant for the THC variations in models
with an open Bering Strait if freshwater forcing is not
the dominant cause for the THC variation (Hu et al.
2004; Hu and Meehl 2005b; Hu et al. 2007b). The me-
ridional steric height gradient as a proxy for THC varia-
tions works well in all three control and hosing runs,
agreeing with Hu et al. (2004). This suggests that some
mechanisms associated with THC variability in simple
models with a closed Bering Strait may not be appli-
cable to modern climate, but may work well for glacial
periods when the Bering Strait was closed. Thus we
should be cautious when these mechanisms are used to
explain modern climate variations.

4. Conclusions and discussion

In this study we successfully extended the conclusion
reached by H07 for present-day conditions to the con-
ditions of the last glacial maximum (LGM). We ana-
lyzed the response of the THC in three freshwater hos-
ing experiments using the NCAR CCSM2 and CCSM3
with 1 Sv additional freshwater added uniformly into
the subpolar North Atlantic between 50° and 70°N for
a period of 100 yr. Two of the experiments are under
present-day conditions, but one with an open Bering
Strait (OBS) and the other one with a closed Bering
Strait (CBS). The third hosing experiment is under the
LGM conditions with a closed Bering Strait.

Results from these experiments show that a closed
Bering Strait induces a delayed recovery of the THC
after the additional freshwater flux was turned off in
both the present-day and LGM simulations, and an
open Bering Strait accelerates the recovery of the THC
in the present-day simulation. A freshwater budget
analysis in the Atlantic finds that the removal of the
additional freshwater added into the subpolar North
Atlantic is only achieved by oceanic transport in all
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hosing runs since the net freshwater supply at the sur-
face due to precipitation, evaporation, river runoff, and
melting sea ice in the subpolar North Atlantic is higher
than that in the control runs throughout these experi-
ments. This freshwater removal is faster in the OBS
hosing experiment than in the CBS and LGM runs be-
cause the freshwater anomaly is diverged equally south-
ward at 35°N and northward into the Arctic. Most of
the freshwater transported into the Arctic is further
exported into the North Pacific via the open Bering
Strait, which accelerates the removal of the freshwater

anomaly from the subpolar North Atlantic. However,
in the CBS and LGM hosing runs, freshwater can only
be transported southward because of a closed Bering
Strait. Although freshwater is also transported into the
Arctic during hosing in these two runs, it is transported
back into the subpolar North Atlantic after the hosing,
mostly as sea ice. Combined with the increased P � E 	
R, the total surface freshwater anomaly is much higher
after the hosing in the CBS and LGM hosing runs than
in the OBS run, leading to a more stably stratified up-
per ocean and a delayed recovery of the THC.

FIG. 9. (left column) The scatterplot of the anomalies of the SSS contrast between the North Atlantic and the
North Pacific between 10° and 60°N relative to their control means and the THC indices in the control and hosing
runs of all three cases. The mean SSS contrast is 0.70, 1.26, and 1.63 for the OBS, CBS, and LGM control runs,
respectively. (right column) The scatterplot of the meridional steric height gradient normalized by their control
means and the THC indices. The mean meridional steric height gradient is 1.15, 1.32, 1.15 cm (deg_lat)�1 (cen-
timeter per degree latitude) for the OBS, CBS, and LGM control runs, respectively. The straight lines are the
regression lines. The top panels are for the OBS case, the middle panels are for the LGM case, and the bottom
panels are for the CBS case.
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Our study suggests that, although other factors or
processes may also contribute to the THC variations,
the open Bering Strait plays a crucial role in stabilizing
the THC on a multicentury time scale because of its
ability to transport freshwater in both directions—from
the Pacific to the Atlantic under active THC conditions,
and from the Atlantic to the Pacific under a condition
of the THC shutdown (or near shutdown). In the other
words, the Pacific acts as a freshwater reservoir to the
subpolar North Atlantic and the Arctic with an open
Bering Strait, and the Bering Strait acts as a floodgate.
When THC is stronger, more freshwater flows from the
North Pacific via the Bering Strait into the North At-
lantic, which strengthens the upper-ocean stratification
in the latter, and thus weakens the THC. If the THC is
too weak, freshwater is removed from the North At-
lantic into the North Pacific by a reversed flow through
the Bering Strait, resulting in an increased SSS and
destabilized upper-ocean stratification in the North At-
lantic, and inducing a strengthening of the THC.

This finding could have significant application in
both paleoclimate and modern climate studies. The
Bering Strait was closed during a significant portion of
the last glacial period. The abrupt climate change
events, for example, D–O events, Heinrich events, and
the Younger Dryas, happened during this period. Since
these abrupt climate change events possibly are associ-
ated with land glacier discharge, the closed Bering
Strait might have provided an environment that fa-
vored the occurrence of these events. As shown in this
study, the closed Bering Strait prevents a fast removal
of the freshwater anomaly in the subpolar North At-
lantic, thus strengthening the surface stratification and
inducing a slow recovery of the THC after a major
shutdown. In the future, as atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration increases, most of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC
AR4) models predict a weakened THC in the twenty-
first century, not a collapsed one (Meehl et al. 2007).
Results from the NCAR’s CCSM3 show that as the
THC weakens in the twenty-first century, the mass
transport at the Bering Strait decreases. The freshwater
transport by this throughflow may not immediately pro-
duce a net reduction of the freshwater transport from
the Pacific into the Arctic, and further to the Atlantic
(because of the melting of the Pacific sea ice and in-
creased precipitation there). However, if the Bering
Strait Throughflow does not weaken, more freshwater
would be transported into the Arctic and the North
Atlantic, leading to a further weakening of the THC.
Although the changes of the Bering Strait Throughflow
may only be a response (not a control) of the changes of
the THC and associated sea level changes in the Atlan-

tic, Arctic, and the Pacific, the net effect of the open
Bering Strait is to stabilize the THC on a multicentury
time scale. Given the importance of the Bering Strait, it
is essential to use the correct Bering Strait condition to
study the modern climate and paleoclimate.

It is worth mentioning that the off mode of the THC
is not stable in any of our three hosing experiments on
a multicentury time scale. Similar results are found for
models performing the CMIP or PMIP hosing experi-
ments (Stouffer et al. 2006; C. Morrill et al. 2007, un-
published manuscript). This may suggest that the hys-
teresis behavior of the THC found in idealized models
under very slow freshwater forcing (e.g., Stommel 1961;
Bryan 1986; Weaver and Hughes 1992; Stocker and
Wright 1991; Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer 1994;
Rahmstorf 1995) may not exist in the coupled climate
models under a strong and fast freshwater forcing, such
as 1 Sv additional freshwater forcing for a 100-yr pe-
riod. In these models, the off mode of the THC may be
an advectively unstable mode as suggested by Krebs
and Timmermann (2007).

In this study we concentrated on the effect of the
freshwater divergence from the hosing zone on the re-
covery of the THC after the termination of the added
freshwater flux into the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean.
The different rate of the THC recovery between the
CBS and LGM hosing runs suggests that other factors
may also play a role in influencing the rate of the THC
recovery in the LGM condition, such as sea ice (Bitz et
al. 2007; C. Morrill et al. 2007, unpublished manuscript)
and forcing from the tropical Atlantic (Krebs and Tim-
mermann 2007). These mechanisms also need to be ex-
amined, but are beyond the scope of this paper. The
other question that could also be raised is whether our
conclusions in this study could be extended to other
models, such as the models participating in the coordi-
nated hosing experiments of the Coupled Model Inter-
comparison Project (Stouffer et al. 2006). A prelimi-
nary investigation indicates that the THC and Bering
Strait transport in the freshwater hosing experiment in
those atmosphere–ocean coupled general circulation
models with an open Bering Strait behave similarly to
what we have seen in CCSM2. Further study of this
question is actively being pursued by the authors but is
beyond the scope of the present paper.

There is a small trend of the THC in the LGM con-
trol run. It is not clear whether this trend would con-
tinue since the LGM control run was not integrated
beyond what have shown here. From the comparison of
the THC response in the CBS and LGM hosing runs,
we speculate that the impact of this trend on the THC’s
response to freshwater forcing is not large. The conclu-
sion reached in this study would hold, at least qualita-
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tively, regardless of any trend in the THC in the LGM
control run.
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